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Abstract Proficient clustering method has a vital role
in organizing sensor nodes in wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), utilizing their energy resources efficiently and
providing longevity to network. Hybrid energy-efficient
distributed (HEED) protocol is one of the prominent clustering protocol in WSNs. However, it has few shortcomings,
i.e., cluster heads (CHs) variation in consecutive rounds,
more work load on CHs, uneven energy dissipation by
sensor nodes, and formation of hot spots in network. By
resolving these issues, one can enhance HEED capabilities
to a greater extent. We have designed variants of Optimized HEED (OHEED) protocols named as HEED-1 Tier
chaining (HEED1TC), HEED-2 Tier chaining (HEED2TC),
ICHB-based OHEED-1 Tier chaining (ICOH1TC), ICHBbased OHEED-2 Tier chaining (ICOH2TC), ICHB-FLbased OHEED-1 Tier chaining (ICFLOH1TC), and ICHBFL-based OHEED-2 Tier chaining (ICFLOH2TC) protocols.
In HEED1TC and HEED2TC protocols, we have used
chain-based intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication in
HEED, respectively, for even load balancing among sensor
nodes and to avoid more work load on CHs. Furthermore,
for appropriate cluster formation, minimizing CHs variation
in consecutive rounds and reducing complex uncertainties,
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we have used bacterial foraging optimization algorithm
(BFOA)-inspired proposed intelligent CH selection based
on BFOA (ICHB) algorithm for CH selection in ICOH1TC
and ICOH2TC protocols. Likewise, in ICFLOH1TC and
ICFLOH2TC protocols, we have used novel fuzzy set of
rules additionally for CH selection to resolve the hot spots
problem, proper CH selection covering whole network, and
maximizing the network lifetime to a great extent. The simulation results showed that proposed OHEED protocols are
able to handle above-discussed issues and provided far better
results in comparison to HEED.
Keywords Clustering · Wireless sensor networks · Load
balancing · Network lifetime · HEED · Bacterial foraging
optimization algorithm · Fuzzy logic system

1 Introduction
Today, being an era of wireless communication systems,
numerous applications are being facilitated by wireless connectivity using different topologies as it requires no fixed
infrastructure for connection. Due to this, systems involving wireless connectivity are able to overcome drawbacks of
wired approach. Applications where wireless communication is at peak are agriculture monitoring, microclimate, volcano monitoring, habitat surveillance, military operations,
and disaster relief management. A number of advancements
in the field of very large-scale integrated (VLSI) circuits and
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) led to the development of microsensors (i.e., sensor nodes). Such sensor
nodes when connected wirelessly in ad hoc fashion in any network give physical existence to WSNs. These sensor nodes
are generally equipped with data processing and communication capabilities. Such sensor nodes, when deployed in
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network field, collect surrounding environment information
based on event generation, based on query, or periodic and
transmit collected data to remotely located base station (BS)
for further analysis and decision-making purpose (Akyildiz
et al. 2002; Kulkarni et al. 2011).
Due to small size, sensor nodes have few limitations such
as limited power energy, storage capability, processing capability, and being unattended after deployment in the network
field (Hill et al. 2000). Therefore, the prime concern is to
design an energy-efficient protocol that can prolong each
sensor’s lifetime in the network (El-said et al. 2015). Clustering process plays an important role in designing such
energy-efficient protocols where a huge number of sensor
nodes are connected in ad hoc fashion for data sensing and
transmission. Proper selection of CHs, optimum cluster size,
cluster maintenance, and routing data toward BS without
redundancy are some major factors required to be handled
competently. Designing a suitable clustering-based protocol
can address these issues and facilitate energy-efficient utilization of sensor nodes that can extend network lifetime to
a great extent (Kumarawadu et al. 2008; Mann and Singh
2016). A number of clustering-based routing protocols have
been designed by various authors, i.e., Low-Energy Adaptive
Clustering Hierarchy (LEACH) (Heinzelman et al. 2000),
Power-Efficient GAthering in Sensor Information Systems
(PEGASIS) (Lindsey and Raghavendra 2002), Threshold
sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol (TEEN)
(Manjeshwar and Agrawal 2001), Adaptive Periodic Threshold sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network protocol
(APTEEN) (Manjeshwar and Agrawal 2002), and Hybrid
Energy Efficient Distributed clustering protocol (HEED)
(Younis and Fahmy 2004). Among these, HEED is wellknown clustering-based algorithm; however, it has some
limitations, i.e., (1) more number of CHs formation caused
due to the uncovered sensor nodes that are forced to be CHs
when tentative CHs do not become final CHs (Aslam et al.
2011). (2) Higher number of packets broadcast during CH
selection cause additional overhead. This causes obvious
energy dissipation of sensor nodes that results in decrement
of network lifetime. (3) Formation of hot spots that arises
due to more work load on CHs especially near BS (Wei et al.
2011; Poonguzhali 2012). In this paper, we are trying to overcome these limitations of HEED.
Consideration of minimizing energy consumption is not
the only concern in designing a protocol, while providing
quality of service (QoS) and trade-off among various conflicting issues such as coverage, lifetime and throughput etc.
are also important factors that require considerations (Adnan
et al. 2013). Various optimization techniques based on bioinspired or meta-heuristic, artificial intelligence, and expert
knowledge systems are widely appreciated to resolve such
concerns. Numerous such optimization techniques have been
developed in past decades, i.e., particle swarm optimiza-
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tion (PSO) (Kennedy and Eberhart 1995), ant colony-based
optimization (ACO) (Dorigo and Caro 1999), bacterial foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA) (Passino 2002), genetic
algorithm (GA) (Goldberg 1989), and fuzzy logic system
(FLS) (Negnevitsky 2001) that played a significant role in
providing trade-off in such conflicting issues and finding
actual optimum solution for different problem space and crucial scenarios (Adnan et al. 2013).
This paper proposes a set of Optimized HEED (OHEED)
protocols that enhances the performance metrics of HEED,
resolves its shortcomings efficiently, and makes it suitable
for diverse network scenarios. In first phase of OHEED
protocols, HEED-1 Tier chaining (HEED1TC) and HEED2 Tier chaining (HEED2TC) protocols have been designed
by implementing chain-based intra-cluster and inter-cluster
communication, respectively, in HEED that result in even
distribution of load among all sensor nodes & CHs and alleviate hot spots problem to some extent. In second phase
of OHEED protocols, ICHB-based OHEED-1 Tier chaining (ICOH1TC) and ICHB-based OHEED-2 Tier chaining
(ICOH2TC) protocols have been proposed using our intelligent CH election based on BFOA (ICHB) algorithm based
on residual energy in HEED1TC and HEED2TC protocols.
Notably, it shows the improvement in CH selection process and minimizes CHs variation in consecutive rounds and
overhead that causes during its selection. In third phase of
OHEED protocols, another optimization technique based on
expert system, i.e., fuzzy logic system (FLS), is explored
additionally for providing QoS and trade-off among conflicting issues. Here, the combination of ICHB algorithm
and novel fuzzy set of rules based on residual energy, node
density, and distance to BS parameters for CH selection
is processed in ICHB-FL-based OHEED-1 Tier chaining
(ICFLOH1TC), and ICHB-FL-based OHEED-2 Tier chaining (ICFLOH2TC) protocols. Due to whole network being
covered efficiently by CHs, data are collected proficiently,
creation of holes & hot spots is minimized competently, and
overall network lifetime is extended manifold.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 gives
a brief about related literature. Sections 3 and 4 explain
network model and radio model used in our work. Section 5 explains different proposed techniques named as ICHB
algorithm, novel fuzzy set of rules applicable for OHEED
algorithms, and a set of OHEED protocols. In Sect. 6, we
present the simulation-based results and discuss OHEED
protocols in comparison with HEED, and at last, we conclude the paper in Sect. 7.

2 Related work
Many clustering algorithms have been designed for load
distribution among sensor nodes and provided solution to
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energy-constraint issues in WSNs. LEACH (Heinzelman
et al. 2000) is one of the earliest and well-known distributed
clustering algorithm in this field. This algorithm consists of
two implementation phases. In setup phase, each sensor node
uses probabilistic approach for being elected as CH and in
steady-state phase, each sensor node transmits its sensed data
to its corresponding CH. Each CH aggregates received data
and sends to BS in single hop. Since each sensor node gets a
fair chance to become CH independently, low-energy nodes
also become CHs based on a probability value. However, this
puts an adverse effect on appropriate distribution of CHs in
the network. LEACH has served as a benchmark and origin to
numerous schemes to refine the algorithm such as LEACH-C
(Heinzelman et al. 2002), LEACH-B (Tong and Tang 2010),
LEACH-M (Mhatre and Rosenberg 2004), and TL-LEACH
(Loscri et al. 2005).
Multi-hop routing is another approach that has been used
by various authors for even distribution of load that causes
efficient energy consumption among sensor nodes. In Lindsey and Raghavendra (2002), authors discussed PEGASIS
that allowed only one leader node (i.e., CH) to transmit data
to BS in each particular round. Each sensor node transmitted its data packet to local neighbor node. A sensor node
on receiving data performed fusion with its sensed data and
propagated fused data packet further to its neighbor node till it
reached to the leader node. The main advantage of PEGASIS
is that all sensor nodes had consumed almost same energy in
data transmission and encouraged even distribution of load
in the network. Energy Aware Fuzzy Unequal Clustering
algorithm (EAUCF) (Bagci and Yazici 2013), Unequal Clustering algorithm based on Fuzzy logic and Improved ACO
(UCFIA) (Mao and Zhao 2011), and Clustering Routing
protocol based on Type-2 Fuzzy Logic and Ant Colony Optimization (CRT2FLACO) (Xie et al. 2015) are some chain
constructed multi-hop routing protocols based on PEGASIS.
Younis and Fahmy (2004) discussed another multi-hop
clustering algorithm HEED that did not select CHs randomly. However, selection was based on combination of two
parameters, i.e., residual energy and intra-cluster communication cost. Initial set of CHs was chosen based on their
residual energy, whereas intra-cluster communication cost
that reflected node degree of neighboring nodes was used by
the particular node in making decision to join cluster. However, knowledge of whole network was required to determine
intra-cluster communication cost. Younis and Fahmy (2005)
discussed an enhancement in HEED, i.e., integrated HEED
(iHEED) protocol that integrated the data aggregation process in sensor nodes. Operators such as AVG or MAX were
used as data aggregators for this process. Misense hierarchical Cluster-based Routing Algorithm (MiCRA) (Khedo and
Subramanian 2009) was another variant in HEED that introduced two levels of CH formation in the network. In MiCRA,
first level of CHs selection was same as HEED, whereas
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only first level selected CHs participated in second level
of CH selection process. Using this concept, MiCRA tried
to balance energy consumption of each node that enhanced
overall network lifetime. Liu et al. (2012) proposed an Energy
Balancing unequal Clustering Approach for Gradient-based
routing (EBCAG) protocol in WSNs that partitioned the
sensor nodes into unequal size of clusters with the help
of gradient values for efficient clustering and data routing
toward sink. Sabet and Naji (2015) proposed a Decentralized
Hierarchical Cluster-based Routing Algorithm (DHCRA) for
WSNs that combined the clustering procedures with multihop routing algorithms to minimize the energy consumption
caused due to control packets. Du et al. (2015) proposed an
Energy Efficiency Semi-Static Clustering (EESSC) protocol
that took each sensor node’s residual energy as a constraint
for clustering procedure and used a special packet head to
update sensor nodes’ energy information during data transmission in the network. Gherbi et al. (2016) proposed a novel
Hierarchical Energy Balancing Multipath (HEBM) routing
protocol for WSNs that showed its efforts in providing better
load balancing and decreasing energy consumption among
sensor nodes which in turn extended the network lifetime.
In the field of optimization algorithms, (Passino 2002)
discussed BFOA inspired by social behavior of Escherichia
Coli (E. Coli) bacteria based on searching process of nutrients. Bacterial foraging behavior has provided rich source
of solutions to many engineering field problems and computational models i.e., optimal control, harmonic estimation,
channel equalization, but a very limited work has been
carried out in the field of WSNs. Kulkarni et al. (2009) proposed a bio-inspired node localization algorithm based on
bacteria foraging along with PSO that focused on rangebased distributed iterative node localization scheme. Li et al.
(2010) discussed a Low Energy Intelligent Clustering Protocol (LEICP) that used BFOA to calculate the position of
CHs in each round in LEACH.
Fuzzy logic system (FLS) is the optimization technique
based on expert knowledge base discussed in Negnevitsky
(2001) that works very efficiently in real environmental conditions where complete and accurate information may not
exist. FLS manipulates linguistic set of rules in a natural way that makes it more feasible and helps to provide
cutting-edge quality feature for making real-time decisions
(Wang 1997; Gupta et al. 2005). Gupta et al. (2005) discussed a FLS-based CH selection scheme based on three
parameters, i.e., battery level, node concentration and distance to BS. Kim et al. (2008) used FLS to reduce overhead
generation during CH selection in LEACH using energy
and local distance parameters. EAUCF (Bagci and Yazici
2013) adjusted CH radius and distance to BS using FLS for
overcoming the doubts in cluster radius estimation. UCFIA
(Mao and Zhao 2011) discussed unequal clustering model
based on FLS and improved ACO-based inter-cluster rout-
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ing scheme for resolving hot spots problem. CRT2FLACO
(Xie et al. 2015) presented a clustering-based routing protocol based on type-2 FLS along with improved ACO algorithm
for inter-cluster communication. Sert et al. (2015) proposed a multi-objective fuzzy-based clustering algorithm
(MOFCA) in distributed WSNs that handled the issues of
holes and hot spots in stationary as well as evolving networks.
Baranidharan and Santhi (2016) discussed a new fuzzy-based
Distributed Unequal Clustering using Fuzzy logic (DUCF)
protocol in the refinement of EAUCF that formed unequal
clusters in the network for providing load balancing among
the CHs.

3 Network model
We require following assumptions to design WSN for our
work:
(a) All sensor nodes remain stationary after being deployed
in network field.
(b) Each sensor node has its own unique identification number (UID).
(c) Sensor nodes are not equipped with GPS-capable antenna, and this makes the location unaware.
(d) All sensor nodes are homogeneous in terms of energy at
the time of deployment and have similar capabilities for
sensing/processing/communication.
(e) All sensor nodes are left unattended after initial deployment in the network field, and there is no resource to
recharge their batteries. Due to this, our prime necessity
is to minimize energy consumption of each sensor node
to prolong the network lifetime.
(f) BS is located stationary at center of the network field and
resource adequate in terms of energy, memory and computation. Due to persistent and sufficient power supply,
it has no constraints.
(g) In the beginning just after deploying sensor nodes in the
network, BS broadcasts a H E L L O message intended
for all nodes. Each sensor node further broadcasts its
H E L L Oneighbor message in its communication range.
Using these message interactions, each sensor node calculates its distance to the BS, number of neighbors and
distance from neighboring nodes in its vicinity.
(h) Each sensor node has fixed number of transmission
power levels and capable to switch it according to the
distance of receiving nodes.
(i) Radio link between two sensor nodes is symmetric.
(j) Sensor nodes are capable to fuse their data with received
neighbor data and compress into one data packet.
Let us assume that clustering process duration TCP be the
time interval required by clustering protocol to divide whole
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network field into clusters and network operation interval
TNO be the time period sandwiched between two consecutive
TCP intervals. The clustered network will sense required data
and send to BS via their respective CHs during TNO interval
till next TCP triggers. It is imperative to keep in notice that
TNO time interval must be much higher than TCP interval, i.e.,
TNO >> TCP so that network overhead remains minimum
(Younis and Fahmy 2004).

4 Radio model
Here, we present radio energy model used for functioning
of transmitter and receiver circuitry by the sensor nodes during sensing, transmission and other computational processes
(Heinzelman et al. 2000, 2002).
The energy spent by the transmitter circuitry of a sensor
node to send L-bit data to varying distance d is given as
follows:
Energy spent to send L-bit data for short distance, when
d ≤ d0 (use free space model) is:
E T x S (L , d) = E T x−elec (L) + E T x−amp (L , d)
E T x S (L , d) = E elec × L +  f s × L × d 2

(1)

Energy spent to send L-bit data for long distance, when d >
d0 (use multi-path model) is:
E T x L (L , d) = E T x−elec (L) + E T x−amp (L , d)
E T x L (L , d) = E elec × L + mp × L × d 4

(2)

Energy spent by the receiver circuitry to sense or receive
L-bit data is:
E Rx (L) = E Rx−elec (L)
E Rx (L) = E elec × L

(3)

where E elec expresses the energy consumption by transreceiver circuitry for radio dissipation in sending or receiving
data. Both free space (d 2 power loss) and multi-path fading
(d 4 power loss) channel models with amplifying index  f s
and mp are used, depending on the distance between the
transmitter and receiver. The distance d has been measured
with reference to threshold distance d0 ,
d0 =


 f s /mp

(4)

Energy spent by a sensor node for data fusion based on Lindsey and Raghavendra (2002) is:
E fuse = 5 nJ/bit/message

(5)
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5 Proposed work
A number of sensor nodes N ∈ I , (i.e., I is positive integer) are scattered randomly in a rectangular network field of
area A. A set of cluster heads SCH , covering whole network
field, will be elected in each round (i.e., for a period of interval) using proposed OHEED protocols. Total number of CHs
elected in each protocol must satisfy the condition SCH ≤ N .
Each sensor node s j (where 1 ≤ j ≤ N ) associates itself with
exactly one of the cluster heads C Hk (where 1 ≤ k ≤ SCH )
in its transmission range during cluster formation phase.
Proposed ICHB algorithm and novel fuzzy set of rules are
employed on CH selection procedure in proposed variants
of OHEED protocols as discussed in Sects. 5.1–5.3, respectively.
Sensor nodes send data to its neighbor node using chain
construction based on greedy approach for intra-cluster
communication (CCGIA) algorithm based on PEGASIS
(Lindsey and Raghavendra 2002) while sensing its specific
surrounding environmental data (i.e., temperature, humidity, vibration) discussed in Sect. 5.3.1. The corresponding
node fuses its sensed data with received data packet, forms
one data packet, and sends it to next neighboring node till it
reaches to the CH. These CHs transmit their data to BS either
directly in single-hop or multi-hop fashion. For multi-hop,
CHs use chain construction based on greedy approach for
inter-cluster communication (CCGIR) algorithm based on
PEGASIS discussed in Sect. 5.3.1. Ultimately, BS receives
data packets for analysis and decision-making process.
Notably, OHEED protocols consist of two different categories, i.e., OHEED-1 Tier chaining and OHEED-2 Tier
chaining protocols. OHEED-1 Tier chaining consists of
HEED1TC, ICOH1TC and ICFLOH1TC protocols, whereas
OHEED-2 Tier chaining consists of HEED2TC, ICOH2TC,
and ICFLOH2TC protocols. The complete flowchart of proposed work is described in Fig. 1.

In context of ICHB algorithm, our prime requirement
is to find out those sensor nodes whose energy cost E(δ)
is better than others for the selection of appropriate CHs,
where δ  N P (δ belongs to the UIDs of sensor nodes N
in p-dimensional area). The complete procedure for finding
such sensor nodes using ICHB algorithm is given as follows:
5.1.1 Operational mode of ICHB
According to ICHB algorithm, we require chemotaxis to
solve nutrient gradient-based searching problem, where a set
of artificial bacteria (i.e., in the form of control messages)
moves node to node in search of better nutrient gradient
(energy cost node) in the network field.
For this, let us initialize P( j) = {θ i ( j)|i = 1, 2, . . . , S}
that contains current location θ i of each bacterium i at
j-th chemotactic step. S indicates the population of total
number of bacteria in the network. E(i, j) signifies energy
cost of the sensor node at which i-th bacterium resides at
j-th chemotactic step. In our theoretical model, E is used
to denote energy cost function (i.e., cost) in terms of optimization theory as well as nutrient function in context of
biological term.
Chemotaxis Passino (2002) explained two modes of
movement of E. Coli bacterium tumble and swim, whereas
in ICHB algorithm, we require only swim method that shifts
bacterium from one sensor node to another in a specified
region in search of better energy cost node for the selection
of tentative CH in an iteration of a specific round.
Initially, a set of bacteria S has been originated by few
sensor nodes with probability Bprob (i.e., 5% of total sensor
nodes) randomly in the network field.
The position of each bacterium i is defined by θ i at j-th
chemotactic step in Eq. (6),
θ i ( j) = δ i (U I D)

5.1 Intelligent CH election based on BFOA (ICHB)
In this section, proposed ICHB algorithm is discussed which
relies on bacteria foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA)
for electing appropriate CHs in the network based on residual energy as primary parameter in few variants of OHEED
protocols.
In Passino (2002), author(s) discussed BFOA for computational modeling based on real bacteria (E. Coli) movement
in search of nutrients in a specific domain. E. Coli bacterium
roams with the help of a set of tensile flagella from lower to
higher nutrient concentration and capable to find out global
optimum value in search domain. Due to this behavior of E.
Coli bacterium, BFOA can be utilized for searching optimum
value in any domain space.
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(6)

where δ i indicates the UID of sensor node at which i-th bacterium resides.
Generate random vector i for each bacterium i containing UIDs of sensor nodes δr (UID) that lies under the
communication radius of sensor node δ i at which bacterium
i is originated and {r = 1, 2, . . . , n} denotes total number of
sensor nodes in vector i .
Furthermore, each bacterium i shifts from one node to
another node in its corresponding random vector i in search
of better energy cost E(i, j). The movement by a bacterium
i under computational chemotaxis process is defined in Eq.
(7),
θ i ( j + 1) = [δri +1 (U I D)]i

(7)
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OHEED-1 Tier
Chaining
protocols

HEED protocol

OHEED-2 Tier
Chaining
protocols
CCGIA
(discussed in
Section 5.3.1)

CCGIA
(discussed in
Section 5.3.1)

PHASE 1

CCGIR
(discussed in
Section 5.3.1)
HEED1TC
(Proposed in Section 5.3.1)

HEED2TC
(Proposed in Section 5.3.1)

ICHB algorithm
(Proposed in Section 5.1)

PHASE 2

ICHB algorithm
(Proposed in Section 5.1)
ICOH1TC
(Proposed in Section 5.3.2)

ICOH2TC
(Proposed in Section 5.3.2)

Novel fuzzy set of rules
(Proposed in Section 5.2)

PHASE 3

Novel fuzzy set of rules
(Proposed in Section 5.2)

ICFLOH1TC
(Proposed in Section 5.3.3)

ICFLOH2TC
(Proposed in Section 5.3.3)
Combining different algorithms

Fig. 1 Complete flowchart of proposed protocols

where δri +1 denotes movement of i-th bacterium to other sensor nodes {r + 1, . . . , n} in its corresponding random vector
i .
Each bacterium i stores the energy cost value E(i, j) of
visited sensor node in E last at j-th chemotactic step along
with its UID for future comparison and shifts to next node
in random vector i . During shift, if bacterium finds better
energy cost node E(i, j + 1), updates E last = E(i, j + 1)
with current sensor node’s energy value and stores its UID.
Otherwise, it shifts to next sensor node in random vector i
without any changes for further search.

nodes in the network field. Each bacterium locates the best
sensor node (in terms of energy cost) in its specified region.
This generates a set of better energy nodes that behave as
tentative CHs in an iteration for a specific round. During
search for better energy node, each bacterium swims to each
node in a specified region in a chemotactic step. With this
reason, number of chemotactic steps Nc = 1 are sufficient
for the purpose.
Using ICHB algorithm a group of sensor nodes with higher
residual energy is extracted which behaves as tentative CHs
in a particular round in the network. A brief pseudo-code of
ICHB algorithm for CH selection is discussed in Algorithm 1.

5.1.2 ICHB parameters for WSNs
5.2 Fuzzy logic system for OHEED protocols
Let us define the parameters require during execution of algorithm, where p is search space dimension, S is population of
total number of bacteria in search space, Nc is number of
chemotactic steps, and Ns is length of swim. For our simulation environment, we configure these parameters according
to our network requisite to achieve competent results. Their
initialization values are given in Table 1.
We have configured search space dimension p to 2 as our
network field is two-dimensional. An optimum number of
bacteria population S is considered as 5% of total sensor
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This section defines the novel fuzzy set of rules required for
the selection of CHs based on the secondary parameters in
few variants of OHEED protocols.
FLS consists of four major portions fuzzifier, fuzzy
rule base, fuzzy inference engine, and defuzzifier. Fuzzifier
receives crisp numbers as inputs and transforms them into
fuzzy sets by applying an appropriate fuzzification function.
Fuzzy rule base stores various fuzzy rules in the form of IF–
THEN procedures. Fuzzy inference engine after receiving
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Table 1 Parameters
initialization for ICHB
algorithm

Parameters description
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Value

Search space dimension ( p)

2

Population of bacteria (S)

5% of total sensor nodes

Number of chemotactic steps (Nc )

1

Length of swim (Ns )

Total number of sensor nodes in random vector Δi

Algorithm 1 Intelligent CH election based on BFOA in
WSNs
Initialize parameters p, S, Nc , Ns .
Originate bacteria θ i , {i = 1, 2, . . . , S} on few sensor nodes with probability Bprob randomly in search space.
Initialize variable ( j = 0) that represents chemotaxis process in bacterial population algorithm.
All updates to θ i are automatically updated in variable P.
Step 1 Chemotaxis loop: j = j + 1

Table 2 Input parameters for fuzzy logic system
Input values

Membership functions

Node density

Sparsely (0)

Medium (1)

Densely (2)

Distance to BS

Near (0)

Medium (1)

Far (2)

Table 3 Output generated by fuzzy logic system

a. For each bacterium i, a chemotactic step is as follows where {i =
1, 2, . . . , S} denotes population of bacteria.
b. Compute energy cost function E(i, j) = e(θ i (i, j)) for the bacterium i at j-th chemotactic step. e indicates energy cost value
corresponding to the sensor node where bacterium i resides.
c. Let E last = E(i, j) stores energy cost value, since bacterium i can
find better value via run.
d. Generate random vector i containing UIDs of sensor nodes
δr (U I D) in communication radius of sensor node δ i at which bacterium i is originated.
e. Swim:

Output value

Membership functions

Probability

Very weak (0), Weak (1), Rather weak (2),

i. Let m = 1 (counter used to shift bacterium to all sensor nodes
in random vector i ; initially, m = 1 as one sensor node is
already analyzed at which bacteria is originated).
ii. Shift, θ i ( j + 1) = [δr +1 (U I D)]i
results a shift in bacterium to next sensor node δr +1 (U I D)
stored in random vector i .
iii. Compute E(i, j + 1) = e(θ i (i, j + 1)).
iv. While m ≤ Ns (searching for better energy cost node continues
till all sensor nodes in random vector i are not analyzed)
• m = m + 1 (increment in counter)
• If E(i, j + 1) > E last (if finds better energy cost value)
E last = E(i, j + 1) and
θ i ( j + 1) = [δr +1 (U I D)]i
updates the E last value by current sensor node E(i, j + 1)
energy cost value, stores its UID, and shifts to next sensor
node in random vector i for further search.
• Else, θ i ( j + 1) = [δr +1 (U I D)]i
shifts bacterium to next sensor node in random vector i for
further search.

Node density

Distance to BS

Sparsely (0)

Far (2)

Very weak (0)

Sparsely (0)

Medium (1)

Weak (1)

f. Start again this process for (i + 1) bacterium till (i = S), go to step
1b.
Step 2 Continue above procedure till j < Nc , (i.e., go to step 1).

outcomes of fuzzifier and fuzzy rule base as inputs performs
simulation of human reasoning process by creating fuzzy
inference. Defuzzifier receives fuzzy inference as inputs and
converts these fuzzy values into a crisp value as an output.
The defuzzifier module uses centroid function for generating
an output (crisp value in terms of probability). The formulation of centroid function is as follows:

Lower medium (3), Medium (4), Higher
medium (5), Little strong (6), Strong (7),
Very strong (8)

Table 4 Fuzzy rule base
Probability

Sparsely (0)

Near (0)

Rather weak (2)

Medium (1)

Far (2)

Lower medium (3)

Medium (1)

Medium (1)

Medium (4)

Medium (1)

Near (0)

Higher medium (5)

Densely (2)

Far (2)

Little strong (6)

Densely (2)

Medium (1)

Strong (7)

Densely (2)

Near (0)

Very strong (8)

Centroid function =


Φ A (x) × x

Φ A (x)

(8)

where Φ A (x) signifies the membership function of set A for
domain value x.
In fuzzy system, number of inference engines are used for
development of fuzzy sets. However, we have explored Mamdani model (Negnevitsky 2001) because it is most widely
appreciated, simple and provides ease in the development of
applications (Gupta et al. 2005).
Figure 2 indicates the architecture of FLS for OHEED protocols. Here, WSN provides two input parameters, i.e., node
density and distance to BS of each sensor node to the fuzzy
system. Each input variable has three membership functions
(MFs) as shown in Table 2. The input variable node density has two half-trapezoidal (sparsely and densely) and one
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Crisp Inputs

Fuzzy Rule Base
(If-Then)

Node density

Crisp Output

Defuzzification

Fuzzification

Probability

Distance to BS

Membership functions
Fuzzy Inference Engine

Fig. 2 Architecture of fuzzy logic system for OHEED protocols

triangular (medium) MFs as shown in Fig. 3a. The input variable distance to BS has two half-trapezoidal (near and far)
and one triangular (medium) MFs as shown in Fig. 3b. The
output function probability generated by the fuzzy system
consists of nine MFs as shown in Table 3. It consists two
half-trapezoidal (very weak and very strong) and seven triangular (weak, rather weak, lower medium, medium, higher
medium, little strong, and strong) MFs as shown in Fig. 3c.
The relationship between input and output fuzzification functions is clearly shown in Table 4.
On providing the input variables node density and distance
to BS to fuzzy system, we get probability as an outcome
that defines the probability of each node to become CH
in a particular round. Higher the probability means higher
chances for that node to become CH. The rule for formulation of probability is modified from Chand et al. (2014) and
derived as:

Probability =

wnd × Cnd + wd × (Md − Cd )
wnd × Mnd + wd × Md

(9)

where wnd & wd represent weightages specified to node
density and distance to BS parameters. Cnd & Cd represent
current level values for node density and distance to BS, and
Mnd & Md denote maximum level values for node density
and distance to BS parameters, respectively. Moreover, node
density has sparsely, medium, and densely MFs with level
values 0, 1, 2, whereas distance to BS has near, medium, and
far MFs with level values 0, 1, 2, respectively. In calculation
of probability, Cnd and Cd have current level values as 0 or
1 or 2, while Mnd and Md have maximum value equal to 2.
Here wnd , wd are considered equal to 1 (i.e., wnd = wd = 1)
to provide equal weightage to node density and distance to
BS parameters.
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5.3 Variants of OHEED protocols
In this section, variants of OHEED protocols have been proposed. In first phase, HEED1TC and HEED2TC protocols
are discussed. In second phase, ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC
protocols are presented. In third phase, ICFLOH1TC and
ICFLOH2TC protocols are elaborated. Their clustering
parameters, cluster formation phase and data collection &
transmission procedures are described below.
5.3.1 Phase 1: HEED1TC and HEED2TC protocols
Cluster formation
HEED1TC and HEED2TC protocols employ two clustering parameters for CH selection, where primary parameter is
residual energy of each sensor node and intra-cluster communication cost reserves as secondary parameter (Younis
and Fahmy 2004). Intra-cluster communication cost can be
expressed in terms of node density, neighboring nodes, cluster size, etc. We choose node density as secondary parameter
for intra-cluster communication cost. Node density of a sensor node s1 can be expressed as number of sensor nodes si ,
(2 ≤ i ≤ N , where N represents total number of sensor
nodes) that comes under the transmission radius in singlehop distant. The cluster formation phase for both HEED1TC
and HEED2TC is similar. However, the differentiation occurs
in data collection and transmission phase discussed further
in this section.
The network is limited to select pre-determined number of
CHs, Cprob (i.e., 5% of total sensor nodes). This restriction
works only at start of protocol execution, but do not have
control on final selected CHs. Due to this, final set of CHs
may vary in each round. Every uncovered sensor node uses
C Hprob probability for CH election in a particular iteration
(Younis and Fahmy 2004). An uncovered node is a sensor
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3 Fuzzy rule sets for different input and output variables for OHEED protocols. a Fuzzy set corresponding to input parameter Node density,
b Fuzzy set corresponding to input parameter Distance to BS, c Fuzzy set corresponding to output parameter Probability
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node that is neither CH nor cluster member. The mathematical representation for C Hprob is given in Eq. (10).

C Hprob



E residual
= max Cprob ×
, Pmin
E max

(10)

where E residual is current residual energy of sensor node,
E max is initial energy assigned to a sensor node (at the beginning), and Pmin is pre-defined threshold value (i.e.,10−4 ). In
each iteration, a set of sensor nodes is selected as tentative
CHs (i.e., STCH ) based on residual energy using probabilistic approach given in Eq. (10). Each tentative CH broadcasts
an advertisement message about its status as tentative_CH
in its transmission range spending energy given in Eq. (1).
A sensor node considers itself as a cluster member if it has
heard the message from any tentative CH and distinguishes
itself as covered. However, if a sensor node falls under the
communication range of more than one CHs, node density
is used as secondary parameter for breaking ties and selects
least cost CH. It helps in maintaining equal sized clusters in
the network. This completes an iteration.
On completion of an iteration, sensor nodes double its
C Hprob probability and undergo for the selection of other
tentative CHs in next iteration. After each iteration, newly
identified tentative CHs are added to the set of tentative
CHs, STCH . During iterations, sensor nodes may change
their associativity among different CHs. It may also happen that a tentative CH works as a normal sensor node, if
it falls under the transmission range of another tentative CH
with better cost. Iterations continue till C Hprob of each sensor node reaches to 1. At this moment, each tentative CH
with C Hprob = 1 becomes final CH and sends an advertisement message with their updated status as f inal_C H . If any
sensor node remains uncovered (i.e, neither CH nor cluster
member), it announces a message considering itself as a final
CH and updates its status as f inal_C H (Younis and Fahmy
2004). This completes the cluster formation phase for one
round and takes TCP time period for its completion. Moreover, above procedure continues till at least one sensor node
is alive in the network.
Data collection and transmission

(3) and transmit their data to respective CHs. Moreover,
we use chain construction based on greedy approach for
intra-cluster communication (CCGIA) algorithm based on
PEGASIS (Lindsey and Raghavendra 2002) for data transmission from sensor nodes to respective CHs via neighboring
nodes in each cluster.
CCGIA Each CH initiates chain construction process in
its cluster and broadcasts a message CCmsg intended for sensor nodes to initiate chaining process. Each node calculates
its distance from the CH based on the RSSI value of received
message CCmsg . Furthermore, each sensor node broadcasts
a message DSmsg to calculate distance from other nodes in
the cluster. On reception of these messages, each sensor node
updates its distance from other nodes using RSSI value. Now
chain construction in each cluster starts, where the farthest
node (from CH) joins itself as a first node in the chain. Using
calculated distance of neighboring nodes, minimum distant
node is selected as next node in the chain. Sensor nodes
already on the chain will not be revisited. Since the location
of CH is random, it also becomes a part of the chain. This
procedure represents the chain construction process in each
cluster. The pseudo-code of CCGIA is described in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Chain Construction based on Greedy approach
for Intra-cluster communication (CCGIA)
1: for each cluster do
2:
for each node si do
3:
calculate distance Di from CH
4:
end for
5:
for each node si do
6:
calculate distance di j from every node s j in its
7:
cluster
8:
end for
9:
sort distance Di
10:
obtain farthest node s f from CH
11:
join s f as first node in chain
12:
while each node not joined in chain do
13:
for each node si do
14:
sort distance di j
15:
find minimum distant node sd
16:
join sd as next node in chain
17:
end for
18:
end while
19: end for

HEED1TC protocol
During this phase, various operations, i.e., data sensing,
fusion, and transmission, have been performed by the sensor
nodes in each round. The total time period evolved during
these operations in each round is termed as TNO (network
operation time) after end of a TCP time period and start of next
consecutive TCP slot. After completion of TNO time period,
cluster formation for next round occurs.
Once clusters are formed, sensor nodes sense data from
environmental surroundings spending energy given in Eq.
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Figure 4 shows an instance of cluster formation along with
intra-cluster communication chain for data transmission in
HEED1TC. CHs and its associated sensor nodes are denoted
by circular (•) and plus (+) symbols connected in an intracluster communication chain, respectively. Sink situated at
center of the network field is denoted by star (∗) mark. Here,
intra-cluster communication chain between sensor nodes and
its CH in each cluster is shown by blue-lined chain connectivity.
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utilized by the sensor node for data fusion of received data
packets with its own data. Moreover, the third and fourth
terms represent the energy consumption by a sensor node in
transmission of fused data packet to next neighboring node
in the chain.
The energy spent by each CH in a round is given by,
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Fig. 4 Network construction model for OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols (i.e., HEED1TC, ICOH1TC and ICFLOH1TC)

Once the chain is constructed, data transmission process
occurs. Each end sensor node (last nodes of both sides of
a chain in a cluster) forwards its sensed data toward neighboring node using chain, where neighbor node fuses its own
sensed data with received data packet and forwards to next
neighboring node till it reaches to the CH (Lindsey and
Raghavendra 2002). Each cluster uses same procedure for
data forwarding from sensor nodes to the CHs. Energy spent
during data transmission by sensor nodes is given in Eq. (1)
as it is short-distance communication, energy consumed for
receiving data is given in Eq. (3), and energy consumed for
data fusion is given in Eq. (5). After receiving the data packets, CHs transmit them to BS directly in single hop using
long-distance transmission power. Energy spent in this communication is given in Eq. (2). Ultimately, data packets are
received by the BS for detailed analysis and decision-making
process.
Energy consumption formulation per round required in
this procedure by varying roles of sensor nodes in HEED1TC
is given as follows:
The energy spent by each end sensor node in a round is
same as Eq. (1) and given by,
E end_node = E elec × L +  f s × L × d 2

(11)

Here, the first and second term in Eq. (11) represent the
energy consumption by an end sensor node in transmission
of its data packet to next neighboring node in the chain.
The energy spent by each sensor node (i.e., non-end sensor
nodes in the chain) in a round is given by,
E nonend_node = E elec × L + E fuse × L + E elec × L
+  f s × L × d2

(12)

Here, the first term in Eq. (12) represents the energy
consumed by a sensor node during data reception from its
neighboring node. The second term represents the energy

(13)

Here, the first term in Eq. (13) represents the energy dissipated by a CH node during reception of two packets, each
one from both sides of the chain. The second term represents
the energy utilized by the CH node for data fusion of two
data packets with its own sensed data. Moreover, the third
and fourth term represent the energy consumption by the CH
node in transmission of fused data packet to the BS.
HEED2TC protocol
Once clusters are formed, HEED2TC also practices CCGIA
algorithm for intra-cluster communication and data transmission from sensor nodes to respective CHs same as
HEED1TC. Once data packets are received by the CHs,
these follow multi-hop data transmission procedure from
CHs to BS instead of direct transmission to reduce data
flooding toward the BS. For this, HEED2TC employs chain
construction based on greedy approach for inter-cluster communication (CCGIR) algorithm based on PEGASIS for data
transmission from CHs to BS.
CCGIR Once data packets are received at each CH, these
start chain construction process among CHs in the network.
For this, each CH calculates its distance from the BS based
on the RSSI value of received HELLO message (sent at the
beginning of the network). Furthermore, each CH broadcasts
a message DSCHmsg to calculate its distance from other CHs
in the network. On reception of these messages, each CH
updates its distance from other CHs using RSSI value. Now
chain construction in the network starts, where the farthest
CH (from BS) joins itself as a first CH node in the chain.
Using calculated distance of neighboring CH node, minimum distant CH node is selected as next CH node in the
chain. Since BS is the head node (leader) in this chain, it also
becomes a part of the chain. This procedure represents the
chain construction process for inter-cluster communication
in the network. The pseudo-code of CCGIR is described in
Algorithm 3.
Figure 5 shows an instance of cluster formation along with
intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication chain for data
transmission in HEED2TC. In addition to HEED1TC, here
inter-cluster communication chain for data transmission from
CHs to BS is shown in red-lined chain connectivity.
Once the inter-cluster communication chain is constructed, data transmission from CHs to BS occurs. In this
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Algorithm 3 Chain Construction based on Greedy approach
for Inter-cluster communication (CCGIR)
1: for each cluster head C Hi do
2:
calculate distance D_B Si from BS
3: end for
4: for each cluster head C Hi do
5:
calculate distance d_C Hi j from every cluster head
6:
C H j in network
7: end for
8: sort distance D_B Si
9: obtain farthest cluster head C H f from BS
10: join C H f as first node in chain
11: while each CH not joined in chain do
12:
for each cluster head C Hi do
13:
sort distance d_C Hi j
14:
find minimum distant cluster head C Hd
15:
join C Hd as next cluster head in chain
16:
end for
17: end while

The energy spent by each end CH node in a round is given
by,
E end_CH = 2 × E elec × L + 2 × E fuse × L
+ E elec × L +  f s × L × d 2

(14)

Here, the first term in Eq. (14) represents the energy dissipated by an end CH node in reception of two packets during
intra-cluster communication. The second term represents the
energy utilized by the end CH node for data fusion of received
data packets with its own data during intra-cluster communication. Moreover, the third and fourth terms represent energy
consumption by the end CH node in transmission of fused
data packet to next neighboring CH node in the chain during
inter-cluster communication.
The energy spent by each CH node (i.e., non-end CH nodes
in the chain) in a round is given by,
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Fig. 5 Network construction model for OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols (i.e., HEED2TC, ICOH2TC, and ICFLOH2TC)

process, each end CH node (last CH nodes of both sides of
inter-cluster communication chain) forwards its sensed data
toward neighboring CH node using chain, where neighbor
CH node fuses its own data with received data packet and
forwards to next neighboring CH node till it reaches to the BS
similar to intra-cluster data transmission process. Ultimately,
data packets are received by the BS for detailed analysis and
decision-making process. Energy spent during data transmission from a CH node to neighboring CH is given in Eq. (1)
as it uses short-distance communication, energy consumed
for receiving data is given in Eq. (3) and energy consumed
for data fusion is given in Eq. (5).
Energy consumption formulation per round required in
this procedure by varying roles of sensor nodes in HEED2TC
is given as follows:
The energy spent by each end sensor node and non-end
sensor node in a round is same as given in Eqs. (11) and (12).
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Here, the first two terms in Eq. (15) are same as in Eq. (14),
these show the energy consumption by a CH node at intracluster communication level. The third term represents the
energy consumption for data reception from neighbor CH
node during inter-cluster communication. The fourth term
represents the energy utilization by the CH node for data
fusion of received data packet with its own data. Moreover,
the fifth and sixth terms represent the energy consumption
in transmission of fused data packet to next neighboring CH
node in the chain till it reaches to the BS.
In HEED, CHs handle data reception and data fusion of
each packet, received from its cluster members which dissipate huge amount of energy of CHs. Besides employing
chain-based intra-cluster communication in HEED1TC and
HEED2TC, these tasks are evenly distributed to each sensor node in a cluster. This helps in even distribution of load
among all sensor nodes, reduces the burden of CHs which
alleviate the problem of holes & hot spots to some extent,
and increases the network lifetime. Furthermore, applying
chain-based inter-cluster communication in HEED2TC additionally promotes even energy consumption of CHs and
reduction of data flooding toward BS (i.e., only one fused data
packet from both sides of the inter-cluster chain is delivered
to BS) improves the proficiency of the network. However,
still HEED1TC and HEED2TC suffer from CHs’ variation
in consecutive rounds due to random selection of initial set
of tentative CHs and few uncovered sensor nodes (that claim
to be CHs) same as in HEED.
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5.3.2 Phase 2: ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC protocols

5.3.3 Phase 3: ICFLOH1TC and ICFLOH2TC protocols

Cluster formation

Cluster formation

In ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC protocols, primary CH selection
criterion of HEED1TC and HEED2TC based on residual
energy is modified using ICHB algorithm.
In each iteration for a particular round, a set of bacteria
S has been originated by few sensor nodes with probability
Bprob (i.e., 5% of total sensor nodes) in the network field that
searches high residual energy nodes for the selection of tentative CHs using ICHB algorithm. Once CHs are selected,
other sensor nodes form clusters around them. However, if
a sensor node falls under the communication range of more
than one CHs, node density is used as secondary parameter
for breaking ties among them and least cost CH is chosen. In a
particular round, number of iterations help to find out better
energy nodes (i.e., tentative CHs) covering whole network
field.
Employing ICHB algorithm, only higher residual energy
nodes are searched and elected as tentative CHs without
any randomized approach. This delays the death rate of
sensor nodes in the network. Furthermore, no uncovered sensor nodes are left in the network as all sensor nodes are
visited during searching process of higher residual energy
nodes. These improvements eliminate the shortcomings of
HEED1TC and HEED2TC protocols, help in maintaining
less & constant number of CHs in consecutive rounds, and
increase the network lifetime efficiently.
Rest of the clustering procedure for ICOH1TC and
ICOH2TC is similar to HEED1TC and HEED2TC, respectively.

In ICFLOH1TC and ICFLOH2TC protocols three clustering parameters are used: first residual energy, second node
density, and third distance to BS of each sensor node.
Using residual energy parameter based on ICHB algorithm helps in searching better residual energy nodes which
decrease the death ratio of sensor nodes in the network and
prolong the network lifetime. Node density helps in maintaining similar sized clusters in the network, which in turn
balance the load among clusters. Distance to BS parameter
helps in minimizing the creation of holes as well as alleviates hot spots problem (especially near the BS) which in turn
increases lifetime of the network.
Primarily, in each iteration for a particular round, a set
of bacteria S has been originated by few sensor nodes with
probability Bprob (i.e., 5% of total sensor nodes) in the network field that searches high residual energy nodes for the
selection of tentative CHs using ICHB algorithm. Once CHs
are selected, other sensor nodes form clusters around them.
However, if a sensor node falls under the communication
range of more than one CHs, it uses probability outcome
(given in Eq. (9) generated by FLS employing combination
of node density and distance to BS as secondary parameters
for breaking ties among them and selects particular CH with
better probability.
Rest of the clustering procedure for ICFLOH1TC and
ICFLOH2TC is similar to ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC, respectively.
Data collection and transmission

Data collection and transmission
For data collection and transmission, ICOH1TC employs
CCGIA algorithm at intra-cluster communication same as
HEED1TC. Once data packets are received at CHs, each
CH transmits the data to BS directly in single hop. Furthermore, ICOH2TC employs CCGIR algorithm at inter-cluster
communication in addition to CCGIA algorithm same as
HEED2TC.
Energy consumption equations for ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC are similar to HEED1TC and HEED2TC respectively.
Figures 4 and 5 represent similar network construction model
for ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC protocols. However due to
repetitive nature, all of them are not shown.
Still, the network efficiency of these protocols can be further enhanced using other clustering parameters i.e., distance
to BS. Using this parameter, formation of holes and hot spots
(especially near the BS) in the network can be further minimized (Sert et al. 2015; Baranidharan and Santhi 2016).

For data collection and transmission, ICFLOH1TC employs
CCGIA algorithm at intra-cluster communication same as
ICOH1TC. Once data packets are received at CHs, each CH
transmits the data to BS directly in single hop. Moreover,
ICFLOH2TC employs CCGIR algorithm at inter-cluster
communication in addition to CCGIA algorithm same as
ICOH2TC.
Energy consumption equations for ICFLOH1TC and
ICFLOH2TC are similar to ICOH1TC and ICOH2TC respectively. Figures 4 and 5 represent similar network construction
model for ICFLOH1TC and ICFLOH2TC protocols.
Using the combination of these three parameters in
clustering procedures along with intra-cluster and intercluster chain-based communication in ICFLOH1TC and
ICFLOH2TC, respectively, helps in delay of sensor nodes’
death, formation of even-sized clusters, even distribution of
load among sensor nodes & CHs and alleviation of holes &
hot spots in the network which in turn increases the network
lifetime competently.
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6 Simulation results and discussion

HEED
ICHB−HEED
HEED1TC
ICOH1TC
ICFLOH1TC

To evaluate the performance of OHEED protocols, the network is simulated in MATLAB environment with 100 sensor
nodes randomly distributed in square field of dimension
100 × 100 m2 . Each sensor node is homogeneous in nature
and has same processing capability. All sensor nodes are
assigned same initial energy equal to 0.5 J. The BS is
located fixed at (50, 50) coordinate. The energy consumption required for the functioning of transmitter and receiver
circuitry is set to 50 nJ/bit. The message size carrying sensed
data is identical and is equal to 4000 bits. The energy dissipated for data fusion is set equal to 5 nJ/bit/message. All
parameters used in our simulation are shown in Table 5. For
each experiment, we have done simulation for 20 different
random deployment strategies, and statistics are averaged
over these 20 runs.
Two different categories of protocols have been designed
in various phases of implementation, i.e., OHEED-1 Tier
chaining protocols (including HEED1TC, ICOH1TC, and
ICFLOH1TC) and OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols (including HEED2TC, ICOH2TC, and ICFLOH2TC).
The performance analysis for OHEED-1 Tier chaining and
OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols with HEED (Younis and
Fahmy 2004) are presented in Sects. 6.2 and 6.3 on the basis
of network lifetime, number of alive sensor nodes, residual
energy, number of CHs per round, and number of data packets
sent to BS.
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Fig. 6 Number of alive sensor nodes at the end of each round for
OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols
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Table 5 Simulation parameters

50

Value

45

Network field

100 × 100 m2

40

Number of sensors

100

Base station location

(50, 50)

Initial energy of each node (E 0 )

0.5 J

Cluster radius (R)

25 m

Energy consumption to run transmitter or
receiver circuitry (E elec )

50 nJ/bit

Energy consumption by amplifier to
transmit signal at shorter distance ( f s )

10 pJ/bit/m2

Energy consumption by amplifier to
transmit signal at longer distance (mp )

0.0013 pJ/bit/m4

Energy consumption for data fusion
(E fuse )

5 nJ/bit/message

Message size (L)

4000 bits

Threshold distance (d0 )

75 m
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Fig. 8 Residual energy of network at the end of each round for
OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols
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6.2 Performance evaluation for OHEED-1 Tier chaining
protocols
In this section, comparative results and their analysis for different OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols with HEED are
shown. Figure 6 depicts comparative results for number of
alive sensor nodes remaining at the end of each round. Figure 7 indicates when first node dies (FND), half node die
(HND) & last node dies (LND) in the network, and Fig. 8 represents total network energy dissipation per round for HEED,
ICHB-HEED, and OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols. In
ICHB-HEED protocol, ICHB algorithm is implemented on
HEED. As an outcome, number of rounds increase to 1982,
whereas in HEED, it is only 1522 rounds which shows the
improvement of 30.22% in the network lifetime. The reason behind this is higher residual energy nodes participation
in CH selection process in each round which in turn reduce
death rate of sensor nodes and help to prolong the network
lifetime. In HEED1TC, chain-based intra-cluster communication on HEED is implemented. Results show that last node
is alive till 2107 rounds and increase the network lifetime
by 38.44% with respect to HEED. This is because of chainbased data transmission to CH in each cluster that evenly
distributes the load among all sensor nodes and helps to
provide longevity to the network. Furthermore, this even distribution of load has lessened the burden on CHs that alleviate
the problem of hot spots to some extent. In ICOH1TC, feature of ICHB algorithm for CH selection and chain-based
intra-cluster communication are merged in HEED that keeps
the network alive till 2479 rounds and further increases the
network lifetime by 62.88% with respect to HEED. In next
phase, FLS with ICHB algorithm for CH selection process is used in HEED along with chain-based intra-cluster
communication named as ICFLOH1TC, where ICHB algorithm works on residual energy parameter and FLS works
on node density and distance to BS parameters. During
simulation of this protocol, last node is alive till 6849 number of rounds that shows network lifetime is significantly
increased by 350.00% with respect to HEED. The reason
behind it is usage of distance to BS as additional parameter for CH selection. For example, Case 1: If two sensor
nodes are tentative CHs with same energy level and node
density, but one is far from BS and another in near. Differentiation based on distance to BS parameter, selection of CH
which is nearer to BS will occur because it will consume
less energy to send the data to BS during communication
which in turn provides longevity to the network. Case 2:
If two tentative CHs exist, where C H1 residual energy is
higher than C H2 but C H2 is nearer to BS. Here, ICHB algorithm will choose C H1 even being farther from BS. This
procedure helps to minimize creation of holes and alleviates
hot spots problem to a great extent. Among all, the performance of ICFLOH1TC is far better than others in terms of
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number of alive nodes, network lifetime and energy consumption.
Figure 9 illustrates energy consumption variation in consecutive rounds for different OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols. The energy consumption variation is highest in HEED
for consecutive rounds, lowering in case of HEED1TC as
it uses chain-based data transmission that evenly distributes
the load among sensor nodes in each cluster. Among all, it
is minimum in case of ICHB-based OHEED-1 Tier chaining
protocols as these form constant CHs for consecutive rounds
along with chain-based data transmission in clusters.
Figure 10 represents number of clusters formed per round
for different OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols. In case of
HEED and HEED1TC protocols, number of clusters formed
in each round vary significantly because these protocols do
random selection on alive nodes to select initial set of tentative CHs, whereas ICHB-based OHEED-1 Tier chaining
protocols select only higher residual energy nodes without
any random selection which in turn keep CHs count persistent.
OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols are also simulated for
number of packets delivered to the BS with respect to number of rounds as indicated in Fig. 11. With the fact that as
long as the network remains alive, number of packets are
delivered to the BS. In this context, HEED remains alive
for 1522 rounds, it sends 1.26 × 104 number of packets to
the BS with respect to number of rounds. Similarly ICHBHEED, HEED1TC, ICOH1TC, and ICFLOH1TC protocols
send 1.59×104 , 1.55×104 , 1.72×104 and 3.95×104 packets
to the BS with respect to number of rounds till the network
remains alive respectively. Moreover, ICFLOH1TC sends
highest number of packets in comparison to other OHEED
protocols.
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Fig. 12 Number of alive sensor nodes at the end of each round for
OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols
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Fig. 11 Number of packets sent to base station in each round for
OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols

6.3 Performance evaluation for OHEED-2 Tier chaining
protocols
In this section, comparative results and their analysis for different OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols with HEED are
discussed. Figure 12 demonstrates comparative analysis of
number of alive sensor nodes remaining at the end of each
round. Figure 13 represents when FND, HND & LND in the
network and Fig. 14 expresses total network energy dissipation per round for HEED, ICHB-HEED, and OHEED-2
Tier chaining protocols. In HEED2TC, chain-based intra& inter-cluster communication are implemented on HEED
due to which network remains alive till 1805 rounds and
increases the network lifetime by 18.59% with respect to
HEED. The reason behind this is chain-based intra-cluster
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communication same as in HEED1TC and inter-cluster communication that further helps to maintain even distribution
of load among all CHs. In ICOH2TC, feature of ICHB algorithm for CH selection and chain-based intra- & inter-cluster
communication have been combined in HEED that keeps the
network alive till 2283 rounds and increases network lifetime by 50.00% with respect to HEED. In the meantime,
ICHB algorithm concentrates only on high residual energy
nodes for CH selection that helps to provide longevity to
the network as seen in case of ICHB-HEED. Similarly, in
ICOH2TC, it also helps to extent the lifetime of the network.
In ICFLOH2TC, using FLS with ICHB algorithm for CH
selection process in HEED along with chain-based intra- &
inter-cluster communication keeps last node alive till 5716
rounds and describes significant increase in network lifetime by 275.56% with respect to HEED. This is because of
distance to BS parameter same as in case of ICFLOH1TC.
Among all OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols, ICFLOH2TC
provides far better results in terms of lifetime that offers maximum longevity to the network.
Figure 15 represents energy consumption variation in
consecutive round for different OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols. HEED shows highest energy consumption variation
in consecutive rounds due to primary selection criterion of
CHs based on randomized approach. Due to this, count of
CHs per round varies, which in turn puts adverse effects on
total energy consumption of the network. In ICHB-HEED,
election of only high residual nodes as CHs without any
randomized approach maintains constant number of CHs
which in turn cost similar amount of energy consumption for consecutive rounds. HEED2TC shows very less
energy consumption per round as compared to HEED due
to even distribution of load on all sensor nodes as well on
CHs using intra-cluster and inter-cluster communication for
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data transmission. Further, combining ICHB algorithm with
chain-based intra- & inter-cluster communication process in
ICHB-based OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols, the energy
consumption variation in consecutive rounds remains almost
minimum.
Figure 16 depicts number of clusters formed per round
by different OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols. Similar to
OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols, here also using ICHB
algorithm for CH selection in proposed protocols, number
of CHs formed for consecutive rounds remain constant in
comparison with HEED and HEED2TC protocols.
Figure 17 shows simulation results for number of packets
sent to the BS per round for OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols. HEED and ICHB-HEED protocols deliver 1.26 × 104
and 1.59 × 104 number of packets to the BS, whereas
HEED2TC, ICOH2TC, and ICFLOH2TC protocols deliver
only 3243, 3972, and 9011 packets to the BS respectively
because BS receives only one data packet along each side
of chain during inter-cluster communication of CHs. Due
to this, at most two data packets are delivered to the BS in
each round. Rest of the data packets generated in clusters
are fused by their respective CHs. This process reduces huge
complexities involved in data flooding toward BS. With these
reasons, OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols prove more efficient because less number of data packets are sent to the BS
for decision-making purpose.
6.4 Comparative analysis between OHEED-1 Tier
chaining and OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols
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Fig. 15 Energy consumption variation per round for OHEED-2 Tier
chaining protocols

The comparative analysis between OHEED-1 Tier chaining and OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols in terms of
network lifetime and number of packets sent to BS are
shown in Table 6. Among all OHEED protocols, the net-
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Table 6 Comparison between OHEED protocols in terms of network lifetime and number of packets sent to BS
Protocols

Network Lifetime
Network remain
alive (in rounds)

Number of packets sent to base station with respect
to number of rounds
Percentage increase
in network lifetime

Number of packets
sent to BS

Performance in percentage
for packets sent to BS

HEED

1522

0.0

12,651

0.0

ICHB-HEED

1982

30.22

15,933

25.94

HEED1TC

2107

38.44

15,515

22.64

ICOH1TC

2479

62.88

17,219

36.11

OHEED-1 Tier chaining

OHEED-2 Tier chaining

ICFLOH1TC

6849

350.00

39,550

212.62

HEED2TC

1805

18.59

3243

74.37

ICOH2TC

2283

50.00

3972

68.60

ICFLOH2TC

5716

275.56

9011

28.77

Number of Packets sent to Base Station

16000

12000

Increment

Decrement

as the network remains alive. ICFLOH1TC sends highest
number of data packets to the BS. However, ICFLOH2TC
sends a very less number of packets per round in comparison
with ICFLOH1TC. Notably, ICFLOH2TC shows competent
results where less number of packets (with complete network
information) are required at the BS. Results show that both
variants of OHEED protocols show better results in diverse
parameters and can be implemented according to the network
necessity.
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Fig. 17 Number of packets sent to base station in each round for
OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols

work lifetime of OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols is little
bit lower due to following reasons. First, energy spent in
sending data packets to distant CH. Second, energy consumption during data packet reception from neighbor CH.
Third, energy consumption during data fusion at CHs before
sending it to neighbor CH (i.e., at inter-cluster communication level). These reasons deplete some amount of
energy of each CH node that reduces the network lifetime to some extent. Moreover, in case of network lifetime,
ICFLOH1TC performs the best among all OHEED protocols.
In case of number of packets sent to BS, results show
that OHEED-1 Tier chaining protocols have increased their
output up to 212.62% in case of ICFLOH1TC, whereas in
OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols, this rate is reduced significantly in HEED2TC by 74.37% in comparison to HEED.
This is because in OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols, at most
two data packets (with complete network information) are
sent to the BS during inter-cluster communication as long
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In this paper, a set of OHEED protocols based on OHEED1 Tier chaining and OHEED-2 Tier chaining approaches
named as HEED1TC, HEED2TC, ICOH1TC, ICOH2TC,
ICFLOH1TC, and ICFLOH2TC protocols along with ICHB
algorithm and novel fuzzy rules have been proposed. These
variants of OHEED protocols achieve 38.44, 18.59, 62.88,
50.00, 350.00, and 275.56% improvement in network lifetime respectively, in comparison with HEED. OHEED protocols are capable of overcoming the limitations of HEED
and provide proficient results in terms of minimum required
CHs, proper load balance among sensor nodes, less number of packets’ broadcast, alleviation of holes & hot spots
problem with prolonged network lifetime. Simulation results
show that the performance of ICFLOH1TC and ICFLOH2TC
protocols are far better than other OHEED protocols in terms
of network lifetime. Moreover, ICFLOH2TC sends very less
number of data packets to the BS (with complete network
information) in comparison to ICFLOH1TC. Therefore, this
protocol proves competent, where less number of data packets at BS is the prime requirement for data analysis and
decision-making purpose. Both OHEED-1 Tier chaining and
OHEED-2 Tier chaining protocols work efficiently and can
be implemented according to the network-specific conditions.
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This work would be useful for network protocol designers in the direction of achieving better optimal results in
designing clustering protocols with the flexibility of choosing bio-inspired techniques or fuzzy system rules or both to
the best of their network scenario suitability.
In future, this work will be extended for real-time packet
routing, developing fault-tolerant systems and enhancing its
capabilities with secure data transmission features (Li et al.
2015; Fu et al. 2016; Xia et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2017).
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